
In the November presidential election, Joe Biden and Kamala
Harris defeated Donald Trump and Mike Pence. But another
crucial election took place on January 5, 2021: in Georgia,
there were two Senate seats up for grabs, thanks to a state
law that proclaims that a candidate has to win the majority
of the vote to become a senator. In November, both Senate
seats were up for election (an already unusual occurrence),
due to former Georgia Senator Johnny Isakson’s resignation.
No candidate in either Senate race received a majority of
the vote, however, so a runoff was scheduled for January.
This election ended up being unexpectedly important, because
after November, 50 Republicans and 48 Democrats were in the
Senate. The Georgia runoff determined which major party
would control the Senate: in the end, both Georgia Democrats
won, leaving the Senate with 50 members of each party
(Bycoffe et al.). Since Kamala Harris, the Vice President,
is a Democrat and the Senate tie-breaker, the Democrats are
considered to be in control of the Senate.

With the recent inauguration of our new president, Joe
Biden, comes a perfect time to reflect on the United States’
political situation. What has happened and what is happening
are both important aspects of this time period, so we’ll
cover them both, starting with the recent past:
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What has happened?
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On January 6, the Capitol building was attacked by a mob of
Trump supporters who believed the presidential election was
rigged in Biden’s favor. The attack was supposed to stop the
Electoral College votes from being counted, which would
confirm Biden’s victory. Four people died during the riot,
and the group was able to enter the Capitol en masse. Many
people have taken note of the strange behavior and attitude
of the mob; they seemed more interested in getting attention
or showing off than affecting the outcome of the election.

The most notable takeaways from this event is that Trump
encouraged the group to “‘walk down to the Capitol,’” a
message of encouragement for the mob that got him banned from
many social media sites and impeached for a second time; law
enforcement handling the riot were a lot more peaceable than
law enforcement handling the Black Lives Matter protests this
summer, which shows that the treatment of innocent protesters
was worse than that of a mob trying to overtake a government
building, presumably because of the Black Lives Matter
protesters’ race; and that our country is so divided on
politics, and gets the news from so many biased sources, that
a lot of people can’t even agree on who is the president
(Bush). 

 

Biden has signed 34 executive orders so far in his time in
office. Executive orders are the main route through which the
president can influence American policy, so the list of
executive orders Biden’s signed is a pretty comprehensive way
to look at what he’s done with his presidency so far.

What is happening?
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Biden signed nine executive orders the day he took office.
The first one supported the government’s use of affirmative
action policies, which is a way that employers can promote
racial diversity and equality within their organization. In
addition to supporting affirmative action, the order
generally established that racial equity is important to
President Biden, and that he aims to encourage it during his
time in office. 

Other orders signed by Biden on his first day include:
counting all residents of the U.S. in the census, instead of
just citizens; establishing a government position to advise
the president on COVID-19; allowing transgender people to use
the restrooms and locker rooms that match their gender
identities; requiring appointed government officials to take
an oath banning them from using their public office for
private gain; promising to take action against the Climate
Crisis; requiring all employees of the federal government to
wear a mask for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic;
revoking Trump’s executive orders that conflict with Biden’s
policies; and reforming immigration policies to end the
humanitarian crisis that was being implemented at the Mexican
border.

Since his first day, many of Biden’s executive orders focus
on a response to the COVID-19 pandemic. One of these orders
is made to mitigate the racial disparity in the severity and
commonality of COVID-19 cases. Another is intended to improve
the care that COVID-19 patients receive by enhancing the
health care system and funding the development of new
treatments. Topics such as immigration, the climate, business
and labor practices, and systemic racism have also been
covered by some of Biden’s executive orders.
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Politics has been eventful recently, and it will be
interesting to see how the occurrences of the past few months
will influence policy and culture in the future.
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Operation Santa Paws 

BY GENSEN

BY GENSEN

The winter holidays have long been known as a season of
giving; many have even extended this to our furry friends.
Though, not all pets are fortunate enough to have forever
homes and miss out on the holidays. This is where Operation
Santa Paws comes in. Santa Paws is a program started by
Justin Rudd in 2001. It was originally limited to only
supporting shelters in Long Beach, California; since then it
has grown to help pets across the country. 

There are many ways to celebrate Santa Paws. Primarily,
donating items including cat litter, pet food and treats,
leashes, blankets, and sheets to animal shelters. A complete
list with more details will be below. Another way to help is
by fostering. Since many shelters are short on staff due to
a COVID-19 fostering is more helpful than ever. Fostering
helps provide a safe place for animals to live while they
wait to be adopted. Additionally, fostering allows animals
to become more social and comfortable around people.
Finally, adoption is another great way to help shelter,
though it is often not as feasible. 
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Operation Santa Paws is technically from the 1st of December
to the 17th, but there is never an unacceptable time to help
pets in need. If you are interested in any of the things
mentioned above there will be links down below to help. 

The Santa Cruz SPCA is currently accepting donations. This
link shows the items that are and are not accepted. It is
located on 1001 Rodriguez Street, Santa Cruz. 

BY SOPHIE STONE

To Hybrid or Not To Hybrid

As the months of distance learning stretch on, the question
of whether or not schools should transition into hybrid
learning seems to be weighing heavy on everyone’s minds. It’s
not a surprise, either- distance learning has been tough for
everyone, from kindergarteners to college professors. It has
brought unique challenges to students and teachers all across
the board, and so it makes sense that everyone is ready for a
change. However, the reopening of schools is not at all an
easy feat, and students, teachers, and parents alike have
voiced their concerns about what hybrid learning means for
all of us. 

There’s no doubt that teachers were one of the groups hit
hardest by the abrupt lockdown back in March. Practically
overnight, educators were faced with having to learn to use
online education platforms, deciding how much work to give
their students, and what materials they should provide- and
many had to do it alone. 



By Otto Redlien
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Teachers were thrown into a whole new dimension of
teaching, with little support to back them up. “Talk about
building a plane while you’re flying it.” explained Dr.
Judith Warren Little, an educational researcher on UCSC’s
“Suddenly Distant” COVID-19 research project. “At every
level, teachers worked long hours and went to great effort
to stay connected with students.” 

And despite all the hard work and selfless effort that
teachers have provided to keep schools going during these
difficult times, many have not been given any opportunities
to offer their opinions on hybrid learning. If schools were
to reopen, students would have the option to choose whether
or not they feel safe going back, whereas educators would
not be provided that luxury. “It’s unfair to the teachers
because they don’t have a choice like the students do, and
if they don’t want to have to risk their safety and their
lives, they literally could lose their jobs.” explained
Stella Guthrie, a sophomore here at Santa Cruz High. In the
“Suddenly Distant” project, educational researchers found
direct correlation between American teacher’s approval of
their district’s hybrid plans and how much input they were
able to give. 47.1% of teachers reported having mixed
feelings about their school’s plans to reopen, while about
28.6% were very unhappy and 24.3% were satisfied-
indicating that about half felt unsure about what happens
next. 
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As for students, it appears that despite common desires to
return to school for social reasons, many are worried about
the consequences of hybrid learning. Although it is clear that
online education isn’t exactly ideal, concerns such as whether
or not students would actually distance, school sanitation,
and compliance with mask rules seem to be making many students
apprehensive about returning. “It’s scary. I’d rather stay
online until it’s 100% safe to go back, because I don’t want
to risk getting COVID.” said Mackenzie Gomes, a sophomore at
Santa Cruz. We all miss school for so many reasons, but due to
the unprecedented circumstances that would be hybrid learning,
we are also uncertain about what going back would mean for our
school and our community.

The bottom line is that students and teachers alike want to
return to school as fast, but most importantly, as safely as
possible. How we are able to make it happen- in a way that
takes everyone's personal needs and safety into account- will
remain to be seen. 
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President Biden’s Executive Orders Draw Criticism 

 By Otto Redlien

In his first two weeks, President Joe Biden, who took office on
January 20, 2021, has enacted over 33 executive actions.
President Biden has signed more orders than his four
predecessors- Presidents Clinton, Bush, Obama, and Trump - in
their first twelve days of office. Unlike laws passed by
Congress, executive orders are directives issued from the
President to administer the executive branch and are a part of
the broad powers granted to the president by Article two of the
United State constitution as a way to enforce the law. As such,
they have the effect of law and don't require the approval of
congress.
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Judging by these numbers, it appears that Biden is compelled
to move his agenda quickly. Yet he has faced backlash from
Congress and the more specific republican critics now, that
the President should adhere to a narrow interpretation of his
role. Republicans criticize Biden’s record amount more
acutely, as on the campaign trail Biden often presented Former
President Trump as a dictator for his use of reckless
executive orders. Yet there is a difference between Biden and
Trump's actions. President Biden’s executive actions cover
issues that the majority of the population want to be
addressed, some of which reversing Trump’s, that were
unpopular to the majority and therefore circumvented Congress.

Biden, who won the electoral college- and more importantly,
the popular vote, was elected for his policies. He promised
quick action for people suffering from the virus and the
weakening economy. To implement his policies, Biden uses his
orders to overrule the lack of Bipartisanship in congress. The
more than 33 executive orders are a part of Biden’s
fulfillment of commitments he made during the campaign trail
and his inaugural address and are why he was elected.

Press secretary Jen Psaki presents a strong defense for
Biden's swift actions, “He ran with a commitment to take steps
immediately to address the pain and suffering that the
American people were feeling, and that includes overturning
some of the detrimental, harmful and at times immoral policies
and actions of the prior administration. But he’s the first to
tell you ... he’s not going to take executive action alone;
that’s why he’s put forward several packages that he’s
actively working with members of both parties to move forward
on,” said Pskai in a press conference. 
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As President Biden takes office during America’s critical
state, we are bound to see an abrupt change to combat the
neglect and the detrimental policies placed by the former
administration. Biden’s reliance on executive orders is
justifiable, as it's a part of the fulfillment of his
commitments to the majority of people that voted for him.  
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From Compassion to Action

by  Stella Guthrie

 During this time of crisis, it is hard to be prepared for all
contingencies. A time where volunteers are desperately needed,
yet so hard to acquire. Restrictions, laws, mandates, and,
especially, health and well-being all have been getting in the
way for many considerate people looking to provide endowment
to their communities. Yet, being the resourceful souls that
many of us naturally are, many people have banded together to
ensure that the kind individuals who have been seeking for
opportunity over these past 10 months will be able to still
contribute and aid.

Locally, there are a number of locations looking for eager
volunteers to help assist and aid their needs. Second Harvest
Food Bank of Santa Cruz County, a nonprofit organization
dedicated to distributing food to those in need through soup
kitchens, youth centers, group homes, and more, is one of
them. They have been looking for acquiescent people to help
them load bags of food into the backs of cars. They have been
stationed both at the Boardwalk and Watsonville- most sign up
days for the Boardwalk are Fridays from 8:00am to 1:00pm, and
Watsonville Fairgrounds sign up days are from the same times,
just predominantly on Saturdays. You must have a guardian sign
a consent form for you at the station if you are a minor. 
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They are being as Covid-safe as possible, with limited
volunteer spaces available for each opportunity and many
recommendations on how to safely work whilst around others.

If going out in public at the present time is not up your
alley, the Santa Cruz Volunteer Center is looking for people to
sew and make fabric masks for their volunteers and clients who
will be frequently in their County Emergency Shelters. They are
looking for fabric masks because they can easily be washed and
are a more eco-friendly option for those who will be wearing
the masks. On their website, they include many resources to
make sewing fabric masks the easiest it could possibly be,
namely, guidelines, a PDF of instructions, and a video
tutorial. SC Volunteer Center is hoping to get at least 2000
masks donated. 

There is a drop-off bin located at their center, 
1740 17th Ave, Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 

 

Their instructions for drop-off are to bring your fabric
mask(s) in a bag and to include a note stating the amount of
masks inside and your full name to their downstairs lobby. They
are accepting mask donations Mondays through Thursdays between
10am-12pm and 1pm-4pm. In a time where a mask is one of the
most essential items a person needs, any and all fabric mask
donations would be immensely appreciated and encouraged.

Additionally, creating cards for senior citizens is a further
course of action to actively stay involved in your community
from the safety of your own home. YouthSERVE is asking for
people of all ages to write and make greeting cards for the
senior citizens of Santa Cruz who have not been able to
regularly see the ones who sustained their contentment pre-
Covid. 



A simple card of endearment goes a long way in this time
of immense adversity, especially for our high-risk
seniors. The Santa Cruz Volunteer Center website
provides more information and details about how to go
about the process of constructing a handmade card for
the fellow Santa Cruzians living without the regular
company of their loved ones. Their website also includes
direct instructions and examples to include on the
greeting cards. 

Completed cards can be dropped off at:

Santa Cruz Volunteer Center office at 1740 17th Ave,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062 on Mondays through Thursdays

between 10am-12pm and 1pm-4pm. 

Any and every card would be appreciated and loved in
order to provide light to someone’s mundanity.
In a time where human interaction is scarcely
transpired, simple things such as crafting cards or
sewing masks go a long way for the ones who need them
for the sake of both their mental and physical health.
There are innumerable other ways to engage in succoring
locally, from helping out a small or local business by
purchasing from their shops to donating an extra dollar
to a local non-profit organization or charity. We are
all living in a time of need and crisis, and the
smallest actions nowadays go more appreciated than ever.

Mask Making Project Link
 

Second Harvest Food Bank Link 
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https://scvolunteercenter.org/programs/mask-making-project/#:~:text=Completed%20masks%20can%20be%20dropped,the%20number%20of%20masks%20inside.&text=1740%2017th%20Ave%2C%20Santa%20Cruz,available%20in%20the%20downstairs%20lobby
https://give.thefoodbank.org/charities/4360-second-harvest-food-bank-santa-cruz-county/volunteer
https://give.thefoodbank.org/charities/4360-second-harvest-food-bank-santa-cruz-county/volunteer


Five Easy Ways to Lower your Carbon Emissions

by  Gensen DeLeon

 Scientists agree that there is a 95% chance that Climate
Change is caused by human activity, so humans should take
action to prevent Climate Change from destroying the planet.
We are currently experiencing many of the ramifications of
our imprudent behavior. To stop Climate Change greenhouse
gases need to fall 2.5% annually until they reach zero, and
there are many simple things you can do to help. Below there
are ten ways to reduce your carbon emissions.

Planting trees

Trees produce oxygen by taking in carbon dioxide. This
provides numerous benefits including cleaning the air and
reducing the amount of carbon dioxide sent out into the
atmosphere. On top of that, trees also prevent natural
disasters by capturing rainwater that may have otherwise
caused floods or landslides. 

Recycling and composting

Composting is very feasible and beneficial to the environment
because it cuts down on the amount of trash that is hauled to
landfills each year. Items that can be composted include food
scraps, dead plants, lawn trimmings, and egg shells. To
compost simply create a compost bin in your kitchen to
collect food scraps. When full, it can be transferred into
your garden or compost can. Recycling is important



Switch to energy saving light bulbs

Energy saving light bulbs are LED (Light-Emitting Diode) light

bulbs are available for indoor and outdoor use and can even be

solar powered. However, they do cost more than average light

bulbs. On the plus side, they utilize 75-80% less energy than

traditional bulbs. Additionally, LED bulbs will reduce one’s

electricity bills and carbon dioxide emissions. 

Use Ecosia 

Christian Kroll created Ecosia. Ecosia is a free search engine

that uses the profit to plant trees. 80% of its profit goes to

planting trees if operating costs are not included in the

spending. For about every 45 searches one tree is planted, and

it has planted over 52,000,000 trees. Currently, it finances

twenty tree-planting non-profits. It is very easy to add to

one’s computer and can even be downloaded on an iphone and

other mobile devices. 

Eating less meat

The largest meat processing company in the world produces

around half the carbon emissions of Shell or BP (large

producers of fossil fuels). Additionally, it is driving

deforestation in the Amazon because farmers in Brazil are

deliberately setting fires to clear space for cattles to graze.

If cutting out meat completely seems too difficult, removing

beef from one’s diet makes the largest impact because beef

produces five times more amount of greenhouse gases than any

other meat.



By Otto Redlien

Book Recommendations
By Charlie Deworken

The Goldfinch

By Donna Tartt

Un Lun Dun

By China Mieville
 

In an alternate land unlike any

you've seen before, alive Trash and

hungry giraffes stalk the streets.

Giant insect riders and bookshelf

climbers do the impossible. Ghost

Towns haunt the nearby cities. And a

power starved cloud slowly takes

control over the people and creatures

who once lived in harmony, and only

the Swazzy can bring back the peace

that Un Lun Dun once knew. We follow

the story of Zana and Deeba, two best

friends unknown of the peril,

challenges, and hardships they will

soon face. 

China Mieville introduces us to a

completely different side of what

we've known as fantasy. While this

book would seem as a modernized Alice

In Wonderland it brings its own sense

of modernization and ¨edge of your

seat¨ tone that sets it apart. This

makes it a book fans of fiction can

easily obsess over.

While visiting the Metropolitan Art

Museum with his mother a bombing

occurs, killing and injuring dozens

of the occupants inside. Including

his mom. Theo wakes up in a dust

filled room covered in debris, and

after gathering himself together he

sees a nearby painting, one he was

admiring, and manages to save it

along with himself. 

The Goldfinch, a novel by Donna Tartt

follows the story of Theo Decker and

his prized possession, a single

painting by Dutch painter, Carel

Fabritius. This book although very

dramatic, has almost a warm/familiar

tone to it. Tartt is able to create

the life of Theo Decker into one you

want to almost experience yourself.

Although almost every event in his

life is tragic, the outcomes are

somehow tragically good. 
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By Otto Redlien

Book Recommendations
A book recommendation by Meera

The Goldfinch

The story of two brothers, a painter,

a prostitute and her family, a

deceased military troop's parents and

his mothers lunch group, basement

dwelling hackers, and a photographer

lives become intertwined the day

Philippe Petit's tightrope

performance across the Twin Towers of

the World Trade Center on August 7,

1974. While not all their lives are

affected by each other, the ones that

are are changed forever.

Colum McCann's novel, although

fictitious, does make a compelling

story of lives so separate that when

they are brought together what

happens is so unexpectedly brilliant.

And I believe this can easily appeal

to those who are interested in more

realistic fiction than anything else.

Abandoned by her mother and still

reeling from her brother’s untimely

death, Liesel Meminger is thrown into

a new life with a new foster family.

As a young German girl in the midst

of World War II who is still coping

with her own trauma, she is not fully

conscious of what is happening in the

world around her. Her own world

revolves around her neighbor Rudy,

her mama and papa, and learning to

read the books that she steals.

However, Liesel’s life is turned

upside down when a man named Max

arrives at the family’s doorstep,

asking Papa to hide him.

Written by Markus Zusak, The Book

Thief follows the story of Liesel

Meminger as she grows up in the town

of Molching, told from the point of

view of Death. It includes some of

the most beautiful writing that I

have ever read, but be forewarned

that it will make you sob

incessantly. The Book Thief would

definitely be a great read for people

who enjoy historical fiction.
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Let the Great World Spin

By Colum McCann
 

The Book Thief

By Markus Zusak
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